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Abstract: Transverse confining stress in concrete members, commonly provided by transverse 
reinforcement, has been recognized to enhance strength and ductility. Nowadays, the confining 
method has been further developed to external confinement approach. This type of confinement 
can be used for retrofitting existing concrete columns. Many external confining techniques have 
been proven to be successful in retrofitting circular columns. However, for square or rectangular 
columns, providing effective confining stress by external retrofitting method is not a simple task 
due to high stress concentration at column’s corners. This paper proposes an analytical model to 
predict the peak strength of square concrete columns confined by external steel collars. 
Comparison with the experimental results showed that the model can predict the peak strength 
reasonably well. However, it should be noted that relatively larger amount of steel is needed to 
achieve comparable column strength enhancement when it is compared with those of 
conventional internally-confined columns. 
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Introduction   
 

Transverse confining stress in concrete columns has 
been known to enhance the strength and ductility [1-
10]. Commonly, confining stress in columns is 
provided by conventional transverse reinforcement 
(stirrups). Up to present, many experimental and 
analytical studies have been conducted to investigate 
the effects of confinement [1-19]. These studies 
covered circular and square column sections. The 
loadings of the specimens included axial and 
combined axial and bending in monotonic and cyclic 
patterns. In the case of cyclic loading, only the 
envelope curves are predicted by analytical models. 
It was concluded that the variables affecting the 
behavior of confined concrete were the plain concrete 
compressive strength, the volumetric ratio of lateral 
steel to concrete core, the yield strength of transverse 
reinforcement, the ratio of longitudinal steel around 
the core perimeter, the resulting tie configuration, 
and the tie spacing. General agreements on the 
differences between the improved stress-strain 
relationship of confined concrete and that of uncon-
fined concrete are the increase of compressive 
strength, the flatter post-peak descending branch of 
the curve, and the increase of ultimate compressive 
strain (increase of ductility).  
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This typical improved stress-strain relationship of 

confined concrete is shown in Figure 1. In which, tf , 
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the tensile strength of concrete, the compressive 

strength of unconfined concrete, the compressive 

strength of confined concrete, the tensile rupture 

strain of concrete, the concrete strains corresponding 

to peak strength of unconfined concrete, the concrete 

strains corresponding to peak strength of confined 

concrete, the ultimate compressive strain of confined 

concrete, the strain at which the concrete cover is 

considered completely spalled, the modulus of elas-

ticity of concrete, and the secant modulus of confined 

concrete at peak stress, respectively. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Typical Improved Stress-strain Curve of 

Confined Concrete [2] 
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Recently, studies on confined columns have been 

further developed to externally applied confinement 

[11-14]. High demand for columns retrofits is one of 

the main reasons why such approach is essential to 

be developed. Many techniques have been proven by 

experiments to be successful in retrofitting circular 

columns [11-14]. However, for square and 

rectangular columns, providing effective confining 

stress by external retrofit is not an easy task. Some 

experimental and only a few analytical studies are 

found to address this problem [15-17]. Similar to 

conventional internal confinement, the non-uniform 

stress distribution (Figure 2) is also experienced by 

the square sections confined by external steel collars 

(Figure 3). Beside this similar condition, external 

confinement approach will further increase the 

complexity of the column behavior. The failure 

mechanism and contact behavior between concrete 

and external confinement elements can be different 

to those of conventional stirrups. In this paper, an 

analytical model for predicting the axial stress-strain 

curve of square columns confined by external steel 

collars is proposed.  

 

 
 

Figure 2. Non-uniform Confining Stress of Square Column 

Confined by Rectangular Stirrups [4] 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Non-uniform Confining Stress of Square Column 

Confined by External Steel Collars 

Proposed Analytical Model 
 

The proposed model for predicting the stress-strain 

relationship combines Tabsh [18], Mander [2], and 

Hoshikusuma [19] models. The analytical model of 

confining stress of external steel collars through 

combined bending and axial actions is adopted from 

Xiao and Wu [15]. The development as well as 

necessary modifications are further described in the 

following sections.  

 

Development of the Model 

 

Consider a concrete column, which is externally 

retrofitted by steel collars (steel L-shaped sections), 

as illustrated in Figure 4. The notations b, S, and Sc 

are the dimension of the square column, the spacing 

of steel collar elements, and the clear spacing of steel 

collar elements, respectively. 

 

In a column cross section through the confinement 

element, the confining stress is not uniform (Figure 

3). This condition causes some ineffectively confined 

regions across the square section. In Figure 5(a), the 

arching action is assumed to act in the form of 

second-degree parabolas with an initial tangent 

slope of 45 at the corners (results in an ineffectual 

area of b2/6 for each parabola [2,4]). To take into 

account all parabolas on each side of the column, an 

expression of the ineffectively confined area (Apar) can 

then be calculated as given in Equation 1. 

22

3
parA b   (1) 

 

 

Figure 4. Three-dimensional Illustration of Typical 

Column Specimens 
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The ineffectively confined parabolic regions are also 
assumed vertically between adjacent confinement 
elements as seen in Figure 4(b). In consideration of 
both ineffective regions in horizontal and vertical 
directions, and average effectively confined cross 
sectional area, Ae, can be adopted from Mander et al. 
[2] as given in Equation 2. 

2
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where Ac is the core area, which is the gross section 
area of the column (b2) in the case of externally 
confined columns. Further, a confinement effect-
tiveness factor (ke) is introduced as expressed in 
Equation 3. 

e
e

cc

A
k

A
   (3) 

where Acc is the net core area of the columns (Ac 

minus the area of longitudinal bars, if any). To take 
into account the actual non-uniform lateral confining 
pressure, this factor is used to modify the equivalent 

uniform confining pressure ( f , which will be 

explained in the next section) into the effective 
equivalent uniform confining pressure (see Figure 6), 

ef , as given in Equation 4. 

 fkf ee    (4) 

 

With the effective equivalent uniform confining pres-
sure determined, the peak strength can then be cal-
culated by Tabsh models, as provided in Equation 5. 
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where ccf    is the compressive strength of confined 

concrete (MPa) and 0cf   is the compressive strength 

of unconfined concrete (MPa). 
 

 
 

Figure 5. Parabolic-shaped Ineffectively Confined Region 
at: (a) Cross Section; and (b) Along the Height of the 
Column 

 

Figure 6. Effective Equivalent Uniform Confining Stress 

 
Confining Pressure Provided by Steel 

Collars ( f ) 

 

Externally confined square concrete columns tend to 
have more effective confinement at the corners due 
to stiffer confining elements. This fact is also 
observed in conventionally confined concrete using 
internal transverse reinforcement. According to Xiao 
and Wu [15], external steel collars provide the 
confining pressure through combined bending and 
axial mechanism. This is different from the 
assumption for transverse reinforcement which only 
depends on axial action because of the relatively 
small bending stiffness. First, consider a bulged 
externally retrofitted concrete column under axial 
load in Figure 7(a). The steel collars are assumed to 
deform in such a way to maintain the compatibility 
of outward expansion of the concrete. This 
deformation is logically larger at the mid-sides 
than at the corners. The actual non-uniformly 
generated confining pressure is simplified with the 
assumption of uniformly generated confining 
pressure. The steel collars are assumed to fail in 
combined axial and bending mechanism. It is 
assumed that the steel collars are fixed at the 
column’s corners. Since the fixed-end bending 
moments are very high (twice of those at the mid-
length), the yielding of the collar due to flexure is 
assumed to occur only at its corners. At this stage, 
the confining action of the collar becomes less 
effective due to the decrease in stiffness at its 
corners. This condition may lead to a large lateral 
expansion of collars and thus, concrete failure. The 
equilibrium of forces along cross sectional plane can 
be seen in Figure 7(b) (only a quarter of the model is 
analyzed due to double symmetric condition). 
 

Using the equilibrium of the forces, the axial (p) and 
bending moment (m) developed in the steel collars 
can be expressed as a function of equivalent uniform 

confining pressure ( f ), dimension of column (b), 

and spacing of steel collars (S), as given in Equations 
6 and 7. 

S
b
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Figure 7. Confining Pressure through Combined Bending 

and Axial Mechanism: (a) Bulged Steel Collars Due to 

Lateral Expansion of Axially Loaded Concrete Column; 

and (b) Equilibrium of Forces Analyzed at a Quarter of the 

Cross Section 

   

With nominal axial and bending capacities (pn and 

mn) of steel collars given, and adopting criteria of 

combined axial and bending failure of steel 

(Equation 8) in Indonesian structural steel code [20],

f  can be determined. In calculating nominal 

capacity, the reduction factors () in Equation 8, 

shall be taken as 1.0.  
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Comparison with the Experimental Results 
 

A set of experiment was conducted to verify the 

proposed analytical model. Three plain concrete 

column specimens were externally retrofitted by 

three different configurations of steel L-shaped 

collars as shown in Figure 8. Description of each 

column and the steel collars can be seen in Table 1. 

The concrete cylinder strength, cf   from the same 

concrete mix as the column specimens is 24.6 MPa 

(with standard deviation of 1.17 MPa). All the 

specimens were tested under static concentric 

compressive loading to observe their peak strengths. 

These results, as well as the corresponding analytical 

predictions, are listed in Table 2. In order to observe 

the effect of confinement, it is necessary to normalize 

the concrete strength with respect to their uncon-

fined strength ( 0cf  ), taken as cf. 850  (equals to 

20.9 MPa), which is commonly used to relate in-place 

strength to the standard cylinder strength [16]. The 

enhancements of the strengths are then presented 

relative to the in-place strength. The specimens 

observed strength indicated good pattern, with the 

most confined specimen (Column C) reached the 

highest strength of 26.8 MPa. This means that the 

external steel collar confinement with volumetric 

ratio of 25.7 percent achieved compressive strength 

enhancement approximately 28.42 percent. Columns 

A (the least confined specimen) and B achieved the 

strength enhancement of approximately 12.73 and 

18.23 percent, respectively. These results were 

reasonably well predicted by the proposed analytical 

model. The model slightly underestimated the peak 

strength of Columns A and B with deviations of less 

than one percent and only overestimated Column C 

with a deviation of 1.86 percent. 

 

Figure 9 describes a view of the damage pattern of 

each column. It can be seen in the figure that the 

application of steel collars can effectively reduce the 

column damage. The locations of removed steel 

collars after testing were marked with the parallel 

lines and texts in between. Damages are seen more 

severe in regions outside the steel collar locations. 

This condition is expected since the confinements in 

these regions are not as effective as in the collared 

regions (as previously assumed in Figure 5).  

 

   
                        (a)                               (b)  
 

 
(c) 

Figure 8. Column Specimens with Steel Collar Volumetric 

Ratios of (a) 4.82 percent (Column A); (b) 12.9 percent 

(Column B); and (c) 25.5 percent (Column C)   
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Figure 10 illustrates the typical deformation of the 

steel collars. It can be seen in Figure 10(a) that the 

steel collar suffered plastic deformations at its 

corner. In Figure 10(b), it can be observed that the 

mid-lengths of steel collar did not experience any 

plastic deformations. As expected, the worst and 

least steel collar damages were observed at the mid-

height (test) region and both ends of the columns, 

respectively. These evidences indicated that at mid-

height regions of the columns with most damages, 

the steel collars performed as expected by the 

proposed analytical model. 

 

In the experiment, it should also be noted that the 

corner bolts were fastened with the minimum forces 

so that they did not generate significant pretension 

forces. No grouting material is used. The study is a 

preliminary phase of an on-going research project. 

Table 1. Data of Column Specimens 

Specimen Column A Column B Column C 

Cross-sectional dimension (mmmm) 150150 

Length (mm)  450 

Steel Collar L-shaped sections of 38383.8 

Yield strength (MPa)  240 

Spacing of Steel Collars (mm)  400  150 75 

Volumetric ratio of steel collars (%)     4.82        12.9    25.7 

 

Table 2. Compressive Strength of Column Specimens 

Specimen Column A Column B Column C 

 (MPa) 20.90 

 (MPa) 23.56 24.71 26.84 

 (MPa) 23.60 24.57 27.34 

Error of  prediction (%) 0.17 0.57 1.86 

/  (%) 112.73 118.23 128.42 

/  (%) 112.92 117.56 130.81 

Note:  = in-place strength of concrete column;  = experimental confined concrete column strength;  

            = analytical confined concrete strength. 

 

     
(a)                                                     (b)                                           (c) 

 

Figure 9. Damage Patterns of: (a) Column A; (b) Column B; and (c) Column C 
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A more extensive phase is still on going with 

rigorous experiment program to validate the 

strength prediction and further investigate the 

complete stress-strain relationship and cyclic 

behavior of the externally confined concrete columns 

from which the ductility of the columns can also be 

observed. 

 

Concluding Remarks 
 

An analytical model for predicting the peak strength 

of square concrete columns externally confined with 

steel collars is proposed. The model mainly proposes 

the derivation of obtaining equivalent effective 

uniform confining stress ( ef ) provided by external 

steel confining elements. The peak strength can then 

be calculated by a well established confining model, 

such as Mander model, which is adopted in the 

paper. From the observation of the proposed 

analytical model as well as the experimental results, 

the following conclusions can be drawn: 

1. The peak strength of the confined column 

specimens can be reasonably well predicted by 

the proposed analytical model. The deviations of 

the predictions were found to be less than two 

percent. 

2. The external confinement using the steel L-

shaped collars are very potential as an alterna-

tive strengthening method for square concrete 

columns. The compressive strength gain was 

observed as high as 28.42 percent in the most 

externally-confined (collared) column specimen. 

3. The concrete damage patterns are in good 

agreement with the assumptions of the proposed 

analytical model. The severe concrete damages 

were observed at the un-collared regions of the 

column specimens where the confinements are 

less effective.  

4. The steel collars performed as expected at the 

critical regions of the column specimens where 

the damages were severe (at the mid-heights of 

the column specimens). 
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